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GOAL
To carry out on-page optimization via the
WordPress Admin panel so that users can find your
site easily on search engine results.

Desired Outcome: 
 Optimizing all blog posts and web pages so users
can find them when searching for business or
information similar to what you publish regularly.

Requirement:
To execute the exact steps shared in this guide, you
need a self-hosted WordPress site. Unfortunately,
this procedure cannot work on other CMSs (content
management systems) since they don't have the
SEOPress plug. Nevertheless, you can apply the
same principles for performing on-page
optimization, though the steps, methods, or
procedures required for carrying out on-page
optimization may be somewhat different.

Benefit:
On-page optimization works in conjunction with
technical optimization and off-page optimization,
which helps your business website rank high on
SERPs for your specific or target keywords.

Where Can You Do This?:
The on-page optimization can be carried out within
the self-hosted WordPress Admin panel, on every
blog post that will be published, and on every web
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When Can You Do This?:
The best period to carry out this process is just
before the blog posts and pages are published
online.

Who Can Do This?:
You can carry out this process independently. But if
you are not too tech-savvy, you may assign the
entire process to your virtual assistant, content
writer, in-house SEO specialist, or content manager.
If no one holds these roles in your organization,
you can outsource it to a reputable digital
marketing agency.

Getting Started the right wayGetting Started the right way

Launch your WordPress.org website. Then, install
the SEOPress plugin.

Ensure you have carried out your in-depth keyword
mapping and research

1.

2.
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Choose the target keyword and searcher intent you plan to use for the
blog post or page that requires optimization. This should be based
primarily on your mapping spreadsheet and in-depth keyword research.

Pre-Optimization Steps to Take Before 
You Start The Process

Write the blog post or content of the exact page you want to optimize
without performing any form of optimization for the target keyword. The
best way to create stunning content that is natural and focused on
searchers/readers is by writing it down without bothering too much
about the keywords to use or the entire optimization process.

To make this process very easy to understand, we will use a blog post
optimized for the following target keyword: 'police dog training.'

Also, remember that your objective is to ensure every web page targets
precisely one searcher intent or a specific 'bucket' within the keyword
mapping spreadsheet you created.

1.

2.
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On the 'Edit Post' section within your WordPress website, scroll down
until you see the 'SEO' bar, right after the text box where you can
paste/edit content.

Click on both the Title and Meta Descriptions in order to optimize
them.

Bear in mind that the title of the blog post or web page should be less
than 568 pixels or below 60 characters. It should also have your main
or chosen target keyword embedded within it.

The SEOPress plugin can also help you check if your SEO title is a little too long.
Check under the title box, and you will see the following:

Run the SEO title through the CoSchedule's Headline Analyzer online tool in
order to determine its attractiveness.

      42/60 (character) 362/568 pixels (All bolded figures indicate   maximum limits)

Meta Data Optimization

The keywords on all your web page or blog posts help search engines quickly
recognize what your website is all about. This is why it is crucial to optimize the
metadata before optimizing the content itself. Here's how to do it:

The first step to take is to optimize the page or blog post
title with the target keyword.1.

If you neglect this, Google will shorten the title when displaying it on search
engine ranking pages. This ends up lowering your click-through rates (CTR).
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2. Meta descriptions optimization

Let 60 be your target score when you run your SEO title on the
CoSchedule's Headline Analyzer tool. However, you should not be too
obsessed or stressed over the outcome of the action. Remember that
CoSchedule's Headline Analyzer is an automated online tool and should
only serve as an indicator.

There's a good chance that after adding your chosen target keywords and
checking them using the headline analyzer tool, you will need to change
the topic. This is to ensure the title accommodates your target keyword
sensibly.

Add the chosen keyword, i.e., "police dog training," to this
description.

Make sure the meta description is less than 60 characters or
940 pixels. If you exceed these limits, SEOPress will issue a red
warning. This indicates that Google will shorten the meta
description when serving it up as part of results in the SERPs.

As mentioned earlier, keywords in meta descriptions are not
everything with blog posts or page titles. Ensure your meta
description is compelling enough to attract potential
customers. It should express the exact information readers
are looking for.

Although meta descriptions do not have a specific influence on
rankings, they have been proven to boost CTRs (click-through
rates), which is, in turn, a ranking factor.

You should be aware that keywords alone do not influence rankings. The
click-through rate on your search results is a crucial ranking factor.
Following this step enables you to create SEO titles that are compelling
and attractive.
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Ensure the blog post or page has only one H1
positioned above the fold. As always, the H1 should
be the title of the page or blog post.

Create a compelling H1 that attracts readers to read
more of the main content. Focus on producing
content for readers instead of Google's crawlers.

Use CoSchedule's Headline Analyzer tool to scrutinize
your blog post's or page's headline.

Optimizing the Content within 
the Body of the Page

Do your best - without forcing it - to add the target keyword to the H1
heading. Make sure the title reads naturally and doesn't look like you
stuffed it with your keywords.

This is the time to optimize the main content of the blog post or page.
Follow the steps outlined below:

1.1.
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Find other related keywords coined from the target keyword
and add them to the body of the content. This helps Google
and other search engines contextualize the blog post/page and
reveal it to users searching for the exact information you share
or provide.

Add as many synonyms of the target keyword as you can to the
body of the content. This prevents you from using the target
keywords far too many times, which could hurt your ranking
efforts on SERPs.

Use the Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) keyword tool to
generate semantically-related keywords for your target
keyword. This excellent step helps to boost your SEO efforts.

You can find Latent Semantic Indexing keywords by visiting this URL:
https://lsigraph.com. 

Input your chosen target keyword into the text box and hit 'Enter' on your
keyboard. The LSI keyword tool will generate a random set of keywords, some
closely related to your target keyword while others are far from corresponding
to your target keyword.

Select only the most relevant LSI keywords the online tool generates and weave
them creatively into the body of the blog post or page.

Introduce the target keyword naturally within the first 100
words of the blog post or page.

Creating H2/H3 subheadings in your blog posts or page can
be rewarding in the long run as it makes for easier reading.

Do not add the exact target keyword beyond 3 to 4 times per
page or blog post.

Optimizing the content within the body of the
blog post or page.2.2.
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Optimizing the images on your page or blog post.

Use the hyphen symbol to split the words used in naming the
images.

Rename the file by right-clicking it, scrolling down the pop-up
menu, and choosing 'Rename.' The old name of the file
becomes highlighted in blue. Delete the name and carefully
enter the new name of the file. Then hit 'Enter' on your
computer keyboard.

Do not add keywords in the file name unless relevant to the
content.

Add a descriptive ALT text for every image you want to upload onto
your blog post or page.

Log into your WordPress site dashboard. Check for the media
selection view. Pick out the image you want to edit. Several
fields will pop up from the right side of the window. Scroll
until you reach the "Alt text" field and enter it.

3.3.
Rename every image you intend to upload onto the blog or page
using a descriptive name. For instance, you can rename this non-
descriptive name "img2334543.png" by replacing it with the
descriptive term "police-dog-training-whistle.jpg."

a.a.

b.b.

Ensure that your ALT text is descriptive and relevant, e.g.,
"police dog training whistle used for field activities" is a
descriptive ALT text, as against "image 22546," which is not.

If the keywords are not too relevant, do not add them in the
ALT text.

When you add ALT text to all the images on your page/blog
post, they become optimized for Google Images. This action
enhances accessibility as the visually impaired or blind can
use the feature.
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Add at least 2 to 3 relevant links to relevant content you have
already published on your WordPress website.

You can do this by selecting the words you want to create the
link on. Click on the "Insert/Edit link" tab. Paste the URL of the
relevant content you wish to link to.

Add internal links to other web pages in your
domain.4.4.

We recommend linking to authoritative websites or sources of
excellent information/pages that rank high on SERPs for your
target keyword.

Follow the steps outlined above to add internal links to relevant
content sources.

Add external links to other domains.5.5.
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Rich content is not all about the different media formats
used in blog posts or pages, such as images, video, sound,
etc. Enrich your content by adding relevant data tables,
histograms, pie charts, infographics, as well as other
graphical elements. These help boost engagement between
readers and your website, resulting in more conversions,
lead generation, and sales in the long run.

That is all! Your content will be fully optimized if you follow all the
steps outlined in this guide.

Performing on-page optimization for all your pages and blog posts on a
consistent basis will take some effort. But by completing every step as outlined in
this guide and sticking to all recommended suggestions, you will be the better
for it. This is because your content will rank remarkably well on SERPs, resulting
in more organic traffic from Google and other major search engines.

Now is the time to go optimize your posts and pages for some juicy keywords
and increase your search rankings and attract more qualified clicks to your
website.

Add rich content.6.6.
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